Freak The Mighty Chapter 7
freak the mighty rejacket - to kicking little freak. maybe it was those crutches kept me from lashing out at
him, man those crutches were cool. i wanted a pair for myself. and when little freak showed up one day with
these shiny braces strapped freak the mighty 2 freak the mighty rejacket.qxd 08/12/2006 11:41 page 2 “freak
the mighty” chapter questions - cpb-us-e1 ... - 5) what does freak the mighty retrieve from the storm
drain? freak the mighty retrieve loretta’s wallet. chapter 11 and chapter 12 1) what does kevin explain to max
about quests and a promise? kevin explains that a promise is a promise unless you are on a quest. then it is ok
to break the promise. freak the mighty - home - woodruff middle school - concepts in the novel, freak
the mighty. the two main characters in the novel are kevin and max. kevin was an extraordinary young man
who had a vivid and wild imagination. together with his friend max, they explored the fantasy world of king
arthur and the round table. through their freak the mighty - ddtwo - mla freak the mighty chapters 11-12
vocabulary: 1. oaths written questions: 1. what do kevin and max each gain by being freak the mighty? 2. why
are kevin and max allowed to leave the lees' apartment without being freak the mighty - novel studies freak the mighty by rodman philbrick chapters 1-3 before you read the chapter: briefly predict what you
believe the plot-line of freak the mighty will be about. vocabulary: write the definitions for each the following
words found in chapters 1-3. freak the mighty: a unit plan - freak the mighty, his first novel for young
readers was inspired by a boy who lived a few blocks from his home. freak the mighty was named an ala best
book for young adults, a judy lopez memorial award honor book, and an ala quick pick. the book was made into
a movie in 1998 by miramax and released as the mighty. freak the mighty vocabulary list - ©2006
secondary solutions - 10 - freak the mighty freak the mighty vocabulary list use a dictionary or kevin’s
definition of the word to find the meanings of the following words from freak the mighty. your teacher will
direct you to do this lesson either as you read each chapter, or as a pre-reading activity. freak the mighty
study guide - east penn school district - freak the mighty by rodman philbrick pre-reading activity title:
author: read the title and look at the picture. read the names of some of the chapters. what do you predict the
novel will be about? what is found at the end of the book? why do you think it was included? explain what you
think of when you scan the book. does freak the mighty - puzzle pack - sampler pdf - freak the mighty
magic squares 1 match the definition with the vocabulary word. put your answers in the magic squares below.
when your answers are correct, all columns and rows will add to the same freak the mighty - elements of
literary text - freak the mighty - elements of literary text grade 7 ela grade 7 ela start date: august 26, 2013
end date : september 27, 2013 freak the mighty - elements of literary text - page 4 of 4 moodle response
ar/star elements of literary text content a. genres b. story elements c. character traits d. conflict and setting
“freak the mighty” - copelandclass - copelandclass1 - “freak the mighty” by: rodman philbrick chapter 3:
american flyer reading comprehension questions answer the following questions using complete sentences.
cite where you fund your answers when possible. 1. max is scared of freak because he doesn't understand
him. think of a time when something you did not understand frightened you. freak the mighty - novelinks freak the mighty qar (question-answer relationships) by rodman philbrick edition: scholastic, new york 1993
purpose qar (raphael) is a questioning strategy to use during reading with students so that freak the mighty,
by rodman philbrick - ortn - freak the mighty, by rodman philbrick summer reading, 2017 jefferson middle
school rising 8th graders directions: as you read the novel, complete the work included in this pack. note that
the work is organized as pre-reading, a chapter-by-chapter reading & response guide, and a post-reading
written response. i. pre-reading
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